SciVal recent releases and roadmap
See what we have planned for SciVal for the next few months and beyond

SciVal is continually evolving, improving, and being updated to suit your changing needs. We want to keep you informed of all the exciting and innovative features and functions we are developing. We continue to invest in the platform, adding new metrics, functionality and data types to meet the analytics and reporting requirements of our customers.

See what’s on the road for SciVal!

*As with all roadmaps, below provides an outline of future plans and the features and timing may therefore change.

H1 2024

- Build your views on global research with greater ease through enhanced navigation and improved workflows.
- Explore global research and the Topics you and your peers are active in with an updated and improved SciVal Topics methodology, including GenAI powered Topic summaries.
- Analyze your contribution to newly emerged research fields with 70 newly emerged SciVal Topics for 2024.
- Explore the collaboration profile of Groups of Researchers to support your local research strategies.
- Analyze and explore the output and impact of academic collaborations with authors across all sectors.
- Gain a greater understanding of the FWCI metric with the median FWCI value.
- Explore the global reach of your innovations and technological impact of your Scholarly Output with the geographic spread for Patent analyses.
- Improved Grants-to-Topics mapping more accurately reflecting funding profiles across SciVal Topics.
- Analyze and understand the bibliometric dataset considered in the QS WUR 2025 and benchmark to peers.
- Gain insights into the THE Impact Rankings 2024 and analyze the research metrics per SDG and the underlying publication set.

**H2 2024**

- Gain insights into the broader impact of your research on society through Media citations as an indicator of contributing to public opinion.

- Benefit from even more flexibility with faster user-defined entity availability and flexible year ranges in more places in SciVal.

- Gain a deeper understanding of the bibliometric datasets underlying your institutions ranking scores in the US News 2024 Best National University Rankings category of the US Best Colleges Rankings.

- Compare with peer institutions across the bibliometrics used in the THE Impact Rankings 2024.

- Analyze and understand the bibliometric dataset considered in the THE WUR 2025 and benchmark to peers.

- Explore the details of Researcher Group collaborations and how members to your groups collaborate with each other.

- More flexibility to analyze fields of interest with the ability to select multiple subject areas for benchmarking and impact analyses.

- Explore funding landscapes more comprehensively and understand the profile of more entities with enhanced coverage in the Grants module.